Question Stems
 Read the sentence from the story/article:
o What does the word “ “ mean?
o Which detail best supports the idea_______?
o Readers can conclude that_____?
o The author develops a theme of ________which paragraph best supports
this theme?
o What does the author/ poet most likely mean by____?
o It suggests that….
o Which paragraph best supports this point?
 How will _____________most affect __________?
 What sentence from the article/story:
o Best supports the idea?
o Suggests that _____?
o Best explains how/why ______?
o Best summarizes the main idea of the passage?
o Best shows____?
o Best expresses_____?
 Which sentence best :
o Sets/Describes the theme of the story?
o Expresses the story’s theme?
o Shows how _______ felt?
 How would the story be different if told from ______’s point of view
 Which quotation from the story/article:
o Is the best evidence of the relationship between ________ and _______?
o Best supports the main idea of the article?
 How did __________ mostly affect___________?
 How will ____________ most affect___________?
 Which idea is revealed in paragraph ____?
 Which is the best summary of this story (4-5 sentence summaries).
 The statement “____ “ most strongly suggest that…
 The most important feature…
 Which is the best clue to the meaning of the word___?
 Which key detail helps the reader understand the importance of …
 What paragraph best shows______?
 What paragraph does the photograph of the _________ best help the reader
understand?
 Which of these is more important to __________ than to _________?
 Based on information in the article:
o Which statement accurately explains____?
o How are “_____ “ and “______ “ alike?
 Based on the article, the biggest difference between _____ and ______is?

 How is ______________________ in “___________” similar to the experience
described by ____________ in “________ ?” How is it different?
 What character trait most helped ____________________. Use two details from
the passage to support your answer.
 How does the poet support the idea________?
 What point in the article is supported by the information about_____?
 What detail best supports the idea that/shows that____?
 Which evidence best supports the idea that______?
 Which paragraph best shows/supports:__________?
 Which statement about _____________ is most supported by information in the
story?
 How does the author support the claim in paragraph ___ throughout the article?
 What is the meaning of “______” as it is used in paragraph _______?
 Why does the author most likely include paragraphs ____ and _____?
 How does the narrator’s point of view influence the story?
 (What is the main reason the author includes…)
 Why did the author most likely include ___________?
 How does the narrator’s point of view influence the story?
 How does the author organize this article?
 How is the article organized?
 Read this incomplete summary….
o Which sentence best completes the summary?
o Based on the information in the passage, how would __________ best
prepare ________________?
o Which context clue helps the reader understand what “______” means
as used in paragraph____?
 Why does the author __________?
 Why does the author quote “_____” throughout the article?
 How is __________similar to _________?
 How did the relationship between ____and _____(2 characters) develop
throughout the story?
 Compare and contrast the belief of the main character from the beginning of the
passage to the end?
 Explain when the lesson was learned and how the character changed?

